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 Lewis & Clark has educated teachers since its earliest days, and 
in 1984 postgraduate programs in education, counseling psychology, 
and public administration were consolidated into what is now the 
Graduate School of Education and Counseling. The public adminis-
tration program was transferred to Portland State University in 1996. 
In 2000, Lewis & Clark purchased from the Sisters of St. Francis an 
18-acre estate immediately south of the undergraduate campus. It is 
now home to the graduate school, which develops thoughtful leaders, 
innovative decision makers, and agents of positive change in the fields 
of education and counseling. In 2004 the school initiated a program 
leading to a doctorate in educational leadership, and the first cohort 
received degrees in 2007.
 In 1966, almost 100 years after Albany Collegiate Institute was 
chartered, Lewis & Clark and the Synod of Oregon agreed to sever 
their formal bonds. While affirming its historic ties to the Presbyterian 
Church, Lewis & Clark became an independent institution with a self-
perpetuating board of trustees. 
 Five presidents have succeeded Morgan Odell. John Howard was 
president from 1960 to 1981, James Gardner from 1981 to 1989, 
Michael Mooney from 1989 to 2003, and Thomas Hochstettler from 
2004 to 2009. Barry Glassner became president in 2010.
 Today, as global thinkers and leaders, Lewis & Clark students, fac-
ulty, alumni, and staff thrive as they explore new ways of knowing, 
develop innovative collaborations, and strengthen civic leadership. In 
doing this they embrace and promote the shared objectives that draw 
the College of Arts and Sciences, the Graduate School of Education 
and Counseling, and the School of Law to a common endeavor, and 
that form Lewis & Clark’s official motto: Explorare, Discere, Sociare 
(to explore, to learn, to work together).

Mission of Lewis & Clark
The mission of Lewis & Clark is to know the traditions of the liberal 
arts, to test their boundaries through ongoing exploration, and to hand 
on to successive generations the tools and discoveries of this quest. By 
these means the institution pursues the aims of all liberal learning: to 
seek knowledge for its own sake and to prepare for civic leadership.
 Lewis & Clark carries out this mission through undergraduate pro-
grams in the arts and sciences and postgraduate programs in the closely 
related professions of education, counseling, and law. Lewis & Clark 
mounts these programs as both separately valid and mutually sup-
portive enterprises. In all its endeavors it seeks to be a community of 
scholars who are alive to inquiry, open to diversity, and disciplined to 
work in an interdependent world.
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